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Summary of Facts and Submissions

I. This appeal is against the decision of the examining division, posted on 20 May 2016, refusing European patent application No. 04779422.7. The sole request was refused because of the presence of added subject-matter in the claims (Article 123(2) EPC) and because of lack of clarity (Article 84 EPC).

As further remarks appended to the decision, the examining division expressed the view that it could not identify any inventive step in the claims of the sole request (Article 56 EPC).

II. Notice of appeal was received on 19 July 2016 and the appeal fee was paid on the same day. The statement setting out the grounds of appeal was received on 19 September 2016. The appellant requested that the decision be set aside and that a patent be granted based on a sole request submitted with the statement setting out the grounds of appeal. Oral proceedings were requested in the event that the request was not allowed.

III. A summons to oral proceedings was issued on 21 December 2018. In a communication pursuant to Article 15(1) RPBA sent on 14 January 2019, the board gave its preliminary opinion that the claims on file still did not meet the requirements of Articles 123(2) and 84 EPC. The board also suggested how the claims could be amended to overcome the objections. The board further explained why it did not consider it appropriate to deal with the issue of inventive step and that, provided the appellant submitted an amended request that overcame the objections under Articles 123(2) and 84 EPC, it intended to cancel the oral
proceedings and remit the case to the examining division for further prosecution.

IV. With a letter of response dated 14 February 2019, the appellant filed a new request, amended in the manner suggested by the board. The appellant acknowledged that the issue of inventive step should be remitted for consideration by the examining division. Furthermore, the appellant requested a partial reimbursement of the appeal fee within the meaning of Rule 103(2) EPC.

V. With a communication dated 21 February 2019, the board indicated that the amended claims satisfied the requirements of Articles 84 and 123(2) EPC. However, the board also explained why a partial reimbursement of the appeal fee under Rule 103(2) EPC would not be granted.

VI. With a letter of response dated 7 March 2019, the appellant withdrew the request for a partial reimbursement of the appeal fee and requested that the case be remitted to the examining division.

VII. The board announced by communication dated 7 March 2019 that the oral proceedings were cancelled.

VIII. Claim 1 according to the sole request reads as follows:

"A method performed by a processor (106) comprising the steps of:
receiving a pressure signal indicating a pseudo-pressure (Z) from a touch-sensitive input device (102) having a plurality of keys displayed on the input device (102);
determining a change in pseudo pressure based on the pressure signal; and
determining whether a conductor is on the input device (102) by evaluating the pseudo-pressure (Z) and if the pseudo-pressure (Z) is greater than zero, determining that the conductor is touching the input device (204); the method being **characterised by:**

if the conductor is on the input device (102) determining whether the conductor was previously on the input device, and if the conductor was not previously on the input device (102), starting a first tick count (208) to determine the length of time the conductor remains on the input device;

if the conductor was previously on the input device (102) or after the first tick count is started:

determining where the conductor is positioned (210) based on the X and Y coordinates provided by the touch-sensitive input device (102) and utilizing the coordinates to determine whether the conductor is on a key (212) on the touch-sensitive input device (102) by comparing the X and Y position data to the characteristics of the key, including its size and position;

if the conductor is on a key: determining whether a release tick count has elapsed (214), the release tick count measuring a time interval following the detection of a press during which the conductor is deemed to be pressing and during the time interval, further press detection is not performed, and if the release tick count has not elapsed, repeating the process from the determining that the conductor is touching the input device (204);

if the release tick count has elapsed: determining whether or not the first tick count has elapsed (216);

if the first tick count has elapsed, setting a threshold value for the key to a move threshold for the key (220) and comparing the threshold value for the key to the change in pseudo pressure; or
if the first tick count has not elapsed, setting the threshold value for the key to an adaptive threshold for the key (218) and comparing the threshold value for the key to the change in pseudo pressure (222); if the change in pseudo pressure (~Z) exceeds the threshold value for the key: comparing the pseudo pressure to an absolute threshold (224); and if the pseudo pressure (Z) exceeds the absolute threshold (224): determining that the conductor is pressing the key, sending a signal indicating that a press has been made (226), and starting the release tick count."

The request comprises a further independent claim (claim 6) directed to a corresponding computer-program product.

Reasons for the Decision

1. The appeal is admissible (see point II).

2. Article 123(2) EPC

The objections raised in point 2.2 of the Reasons of the decision under appeal are moot since the appellant has taken up the suggested amendments.

With respect to the objection raised in point 2.3.1 of the Reasons of the decision under appeal, the board is satisfied that the appellant followed the suggestions made by the board:

- The step of starting the release tick count (step 228 in Figure 2) is now positioned after the last step of claim 1, which corresponds to step 226 in Figure 2, and thus correctly reflects the flow chart of Figure 2.
- The definition of the release tick count, namely that it is to measure a time interval following the detection of a press during which the conductor is deemed to be pressing, wherein during this interval, further press detection is not performed, is now present in the step of determining whether the release tick count has elapsed (step 214 in Figure 2).

In respect of the objection raised in point 2.3.2 of the decision, the board agrees with the appellant that the description on pages 6 to 8, in particular lines 28 to 31 of page 6, supports the feature that the threshold established in step 218 of Figure 2 may be adaptive, in the sense that it may depend on the position of the conductor on the touchpad or on the specific user who is touching the touchpad.

Regarding the objection raised in point 2.4 of the Reasons, the board agrees with the appellant that the swapping of the reference signs 218 and 220 on page 8, removing an inconsistency between the description and Figure 2, represents the correction of an obvious error. It is indeed unambiguously disclosed both on page 8, lines 7 to 9, and in the text of the flow-chart in Figure 2 that if the first tick count has elapsed, the threshold, i.e. a threshold value for the key, is set to the move threshold for the key, and that if the first tick count has not elapsed, the threshold is set to the first threshold for the key.

For these reasons, the board holds that the request meets the requirements of Article 123(2) EPC.
3. Article 84 EPC

The board is satisfied that the clarity objections raised in points 3.2(ii), 3.4 and 3.5 of the Reasons of the decision under appeal have been overcome by the amendments to the claims. In particular, claim 1 now clearly states that the change in pseudo pressure is determined based on the pressure signal, objected former dependent claim 5 has been deleted, and independent computer program product claim 6 specifies that the programmed device is adapted to receive a pressure signal from a touch-sensitive input device.

With respect to the objection raised in point 3.1 of the Reasons of the decision under appeal, the board holds that claim 1, as amended (see point 2 above) by having the step of starting the release tick count (step 228 in Figure 2) positioned after the last step of claim 1, which corresponds to step 226 in Figure 2, now clearly reflects the flow-chart of Figure 2 and defines all the circumstances where a pressing is detected.

Further, the objection raised in point 3.2(i) of the Reasons of the decision under appeal has been fully overcome by specifying in claim 1 that the thresholds in steps 218 and 220 are both a threshold value for the key and that in step 222 the change in pseudo-pressure is compared to this threshold value for the key.

For these reasons, the board holds that the claims meet the requirements of Article 84 EPC.
4. Remittal

The decision under appeal was based solely on the grounds of Articles 123(2) and 84 EPC (see Reasons 4). Rather, the examining division made some remarks about the relevance of a prior-art document (D1), see Reasons 5.2 and 5.3, and expressed in substance the general view that claim 1 represented an arbitrary selection of a specific sequence and combination of method steps known from the available prior art. In the annex to the summons to oral proceedings, the examining division made some remarks about the relevance of some prior-art documents (D1, D3, D4). A detailed reasoning with respect to inventive step based on the disclosure of these prior-art documents has however not yet been provided by the examining division.

Thus, the board does not consider it appropriate to deal with the issue of inventive step. The board therefore decides, in agreement with the appellant (see points IV and VI), to remit the case to the examining division for further prosecution.
Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

1. The decision under appeal is set aside.

2. The case is remitted to the department of first instance for further prosecution.
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